Call for Fellows 2014-2018

CROP is a programme of the International Social Science Council (ISSC), hosted by the University of Bergen, Norway. In collaboration with knowledge networks, institutions and scholars from all over the world, CROP works to build and disseminate independent, alternative and critical knowledge for preventing and eradicating poverty.

CROP Fellows are ambassadors of the CROP programme and constitute a core resource group of committed scholars and/or activists who can lend ideas, help promote the CROP network, lead strategic initiatives in thematic working groups and serve on programme committees for CROP workshops and other events. CROP Fellows are officially appointed by the ISSC.

The first CROP Fellows were appointed for the period 2010-2014. The CROP Secretariat is now issuing an open call for 15 fellows for a new term 2014-2018.

Please visit our website www.crop.org or contact us on crop@uib.no for the CROP Fellows Terms of Reference and Application Form.

Deadline for applications: 30 November 2014